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Esperanza TM102G Titanium wired mouse (green)
Distinguished  by  its  ergonomic  shape  and  special  rubber  coating,  the  Esperanza  TM102G  Titanium  wired  mouse  in  green  offers
exceptional comfort for use both at home and in the office. Perfectly lying in the hand and providing quiet scroll wheel operation, this 3D
optical mouse is compatible with various operating systems and is suitable for use with desktop computers and notebooks. Easy to install
thanks to its Plug & Play function, the TM102G is an excellent choice for those looking for reliability and convenience.
 
Ergonomic shape
The ergonomic shape of the Esperanza TM102G mouse ensures comfort even during long hours of work. It is designed to perfectly fit the
shape of your hand, minimizing fatigue and discomfort. Whether you're a right- or left-handed user, this mouse offers the comfort and
support that are crucial when working with a computer.
 
Special rubber coating
The  Esperanza  TM102G  mouse  stands  out  not  only  for  its  functionality,  but  also  for  its  pleasant-to-the-touch  finish.  A  special  rubber
coating on the elements in contact with the hand provides a soft, comfortable grip. This is especially important for users who spend long
hours at the computer, as it prevents hand slippage and increases overall comfort.
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Quiet scroll wheel
The silent scroll wheel is another advantage of the Esperanza TM102G mouse, making it ideal for office environments where keeping it
quiet  is  often  a  priority.  It  makes  working  with  documents  and  browsing  the  web  smooth  and  almost  silent,  which  is  a  significant
advantage, especially in quiet workspaces.
 
Additional information
The TM102G mouse does not require special software - the Plug & Play function allows easy installation without additional drivers. With
compatibility with Windows, Unix, Mac OS and Linux, it is a universal solution. The mouse has three buttons and an optical sensor with a
resolution  of  1000  DPI,  which  is  sufficient  for  most  office  applications.  Its  compact  size  and  light  weight  (70  g)  further  facilitate
transportation and use in various conditions. The lack of LED backlighting is a conscious choice, emphasizing its subdued, professional
character.
 
 
BrandEsperanzaModelTM102GColorGreenCommunicationWiredConnectorUSB  2.0LED  backlightNoneSystem  requirementsWindows
98/2000/Me/NT/XP/Vista/7/8/10,  Unix,  Mac  OS  8.6  or  higher,  Linux  2.6  or  higherSensorOpticalNumber  of
buttons3ProfilingAmbidextrousCPI / DPI sensor resolution1000Length98 mmWidth58 mmHeight37 mmWeight70 gCable length1.2 m

Price:

Before: € 2.4969

Now: € 1.50
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